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Orientation

• Module 6 (today’s class)
• Parameterising speech
• Features that we want to model
• A representation that can be modelled

• A ‘deep dive’ into F0 estimation
• F0 is a key feature we want to extract
• RAPT is a classical example of a signal 

processing algorithm
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Figure 19: How to estimate aperiodicity index..

Finally the ap values are calibrated based on the calibration table that was prepared based on a series of simulations
using synthetic vowels.

imagesc([0 794],[0 fs/2],10.0.^(ap/20));axis(’xy’)

The following figure is the extracted aperiodicity index using the formula above. The speech is a Japanese vowel
sequence /aiueo/. This index is represented in dB. The value 0 dB indicates that the excitation is totally random
because it represents contribution from energy of random component. When the index is set lower than -60 dB, the
excitation is effectively purely periodic.
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Figure 20: Extracted aperiodicity index using the formula above. The speech is a Japanese vowel sequence /aiueo/.

The following Matlab command line session record shows how to modify the apriodicity index to control excitation
source.
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Figure 21: STRAIGHT spectrogram for the same sample. The speech is a Japanese vowel sequence /aiueo/.

>> [x,fs,nbs,ops]=wavread(’vaiueo2d.wav’);
>> [f0raw,ap]=exstraightsource(x,fs);
>> n3sgram=exstraightspec(x(:,1),f0raw,fs);
>> syOrg = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap,fs);
>> syApr = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0,fs);
>> syPpr = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs);
>> [syPprD0,prmS] = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs);
>> prmS

prmS =

spectralUpdateInterval: 1
groupDelayStandardDeviation: 0.5000
groupDelaySpatialBandWidth: 70

groupDelayRandomizeCornerFrequency: 4000
ratioToFundamentalPeriod: 0.2000

ratioModeIndicator: 0
levelNormalizationIndicator: 1

headRoomToClip: 22
powerCheckSegmentLength: 15

timeAxisMappingTable: 1
fundamentalFrequencyMappingTable: 1

frequencyAxisMappingTable: 1
timeAxisStretchingFactor: 1

DisplayPlots: 0
lowestF0: 50

statusReport: ’ok’

>> prmS.groupDelayStandardDeviation = 0.001;
>> [syPprD0,prmS] = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs,prmS);
>> wavwrite(syOrg/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoOrg.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syApr/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoApr.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syPpr/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoPpr.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syPprD0/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoPprD0.wav’);

Examples synthesized using these commands are linked below. (Links are accessible only in the HTML version of
this document.)
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Warm-up

• check your units !
• time
• frequency
• sampling rate
• sampling interval
• samples
• frame

• convert between time and samples
• describe a frame of samples from a 

longer waveform
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F0 estimation (‘pitch tracking’)

• Discussion points
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What’s the relationship between samples and frames in Equation 2.1 ?
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These equations are the almost same, except for notation

Module 6 - speech signal analysis & modelling
Video 3 - F0 estimation (part 1)
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Discuss the relative importance of each point, and how RAPT deals with it
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Draw a diagram that shows candidate generation

• Hint : start with Figure 2 (the correllogram) 
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Annotate N_CANDS on your diagram
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Find a diagram in the slides on which you can annotate CAND_TR
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Draw a diagram describing the dynamic programming

• What are the states?
• and how many are there?

• What are the transitions?

• What is the local cost?
• Hint: it’s different for voiced vs unvoiced candidates

• What is the transition cost?
• Hint: it depends on voicing status
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Annotate your diagram describing the dynamic programming with
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Build your own unit selection voice

You are here: Home  Practical exercises  Build your own unit selection voice

Record your speech and build a unit selection voice for Festival. Create variations of the voice, add domain specific data, or vary the
database size. Evaluate with a listening test.

Credits: this exercise closely follows CSTR’s multisyn voice building recipe

Click here to view as a single page

Tools required
Only needed if you are setting this exercise up on your own. Edinburgh students should
skip this step.

Introduction
An overview of the complete process of voice building, and some tips for success.

Prepare your workspace
We're going to be generating quite a lot of different files, so we need a well-organised
workspace in which to keep them.

Milestones
To keep on track, check your progress against these milestones. Try to stay ahead of them
if you can.

The recording script
Because unit selection relies so heavily on the contents of the database, we need to think
carefully about exactly what speech we should record.

Make the recordings
With our carefully chosen script, we now need to go into the recording studio and ask our
voice talent to record it. Consistency is the key here, especially when the recording is done
over multiple sessions.

Prepare the recordings
Move your recordings into the workspace, convert the waveforms to the right format, and
do some sanity checking.

Label the speech
The labels are obtained from the text using the front-end of the text-to-speech system, but
we then need to align them to the recorded speech using a technique borrowed from
automatic speech recognition.

Pitchmark the speech
The signal processing used for waveform concatenation is pitch-syncronous, so that
requires the speech database to have the individual pitch periods marked.

Build the voice
The final stages of building the voice involve creating the information needed by the target
and join costs, plus the representation of the speech needed for waveform generation.

Run the voice

We're done! Time to find out what it sounds like...

Improvements and variations
It would take too long to tune every aspect of the system, but we can still identify some
problems and see how to fix them. It's also easy to vary the contents of the database to
discover the effect on the synthetic speech.

Evaluation
The main form of evaluation should be a listening test with multiple naive listeners. But
there are other ways to evaluate, and potentially to improve, your voice.

Writing up
Because you kept such great notes in your logbook (didn't you?), writing up will be easy
and painless.
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Speech Synthesis assignment marking scheme 2023-24

Category Points 
available

Understanding
(theory)

20 points

Title, abstract 5

Explaining unit selection 5

Theoretical connections to current methods 10

Critical thinking
(putting theory into 
practice)

20 points

Data: script, dictionary, recording, alignment 5

Signal processing: pitchmarking, F0, etc 5

Practical implications for current methods 10

Evaluation

20 points

Experimental design 10

Execution of a basic listening test 5

Conclusions 5

Scientific writing

20 points

Conform with the journal style guide and 
anonymous submission, correct filename, exam 
number, state wordcount, page numbers

5

Clarity, coherence, structure, presentation, 
figures & captions, bibliography

15

Additional
(for a higher mark)

20 points

Any/all of these and/or going beyond the basic 
expectations in other ways:
• better script design (manual or automatic)
• recording additional data
• a more sophisticated listening test
• forms of evaluation other than a listening test
• using your knowledge of phonetics
• …and so on

20

TOTAL 100



What next?

• We have decomposed speech into
• F0, plus a V/UV decision
• smooth spectral envelope, 

parameterised as the Mel-cepstrum
• band aperiodicity parameters
• We’ve seen how to reconstruct the 

waveform

• Now we can insert a statistical 
model between the analysis and 
synthesis parts

Module 6 - speech signal analysis & modelling
Video 6 - Speech signal modelling



Module 6 - speech signal analysis & modelling
Video 6 - Speech signal modelling
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Figures: Hideki Kawahara

Figure 19: How to estimate aperiodicity index..

Finally the ap values are calibrated based on the calibration table that was prepared based on a series of simulations
using synthetic vowels.

imagesc([0 794],[0 fs/2],10.0.^(ap/20));axis(’xy’)

The following figure is the extracted aperiodicity index using the formula above. The speech is a Japanese vowel
sequence /aiueo/. This index is represented in dB. The value 0 dB indicates that the excitation is totally random
because it represents contribution from energy of random component. When the index is set lower than -60 dB, the
excitation is effectively purely periodic.
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Figure 20: Extracted aperiodicity index using the formula above. The speech is a Japanese vowel sequence /aiueo/.

The following Matlab command line session record shows how to modify the apriodicity index to control excitation
source.
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Figure 21: STRAIGHT spectrogram for the same sample. The speech is a Japanese vowel sequence /aiueo/.

>> [x,fs,nbs,ops]=wavread(’vaiueo2d.wav’);
>> [f0raw,ap]=exstraightsource(x,fs);
>> n3sgram=exstraightspec(x(:,1),f0raw,fs);
>> syOrg = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap,fs);
>> syApr = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0,fs);
>> syPpr = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs);
>> [syPprD0,prmS] = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs);
>> prmS

prmS =

spectralUpdateInterval: 1
groupDelayStandardDeviation: 0.5000
groupDelaySpatialBandWidth: 70

groupDelayRandomizeCornerFrequency: 4000
ratioToFundamentalPeriod: 0.2000

ratioModeIndicator: 0
levelNormalizationIndicator: 1

headRoomToClip: 22
powerCheckSegmentLength: 15

timeAxisMappingTable: 1
fundamentalFrequencyMappingTable: 1

frequencyAxisMappingTable: 1
timeAxisStretchingFactor: 1

DisplayPlots: 0
lowestF0: 50

statusReport: ’ok’

>> prmS.groupDelayStandardDeviation = 0.001;
>> [syPprD0,prmS] = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs,prmS);
>> wavwrite(syOrg/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoOrg.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syApr/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoApr.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syPpr/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoPpr.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syPprD0/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoPprD0.wav’);

Examples synthesized using these commands are linked below. (Links are accessible only in the HTML version of
this document.)
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Speech parameters

feature vectorModule 7 - statistical parametric speech synthesis
Video 1 - Text-to-Speech as a regression problem
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speech parameters

Figure 19: How to estimate aperiodicity index..

Finally the ap values are calibrated based on the calibration table that was prepared based on a series of simulations
using synthetic vowels.

imagesc([0 794],[0 fs/2],10.0.^(ap/20));axis(’xy’)

The following figure is the extracted aperiodicity index using the formula above. The speech is a Japanese vowel
sequence /aiueo/. This index is represented in dB. The value 0 dB indicates that the excitation is totally random
because it represents contribution from energy of random component. When the index is set lower than -60 dB, the
excitation is effectively purely periodic.
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Figure 20: Extracted aperiodicity index using the formula above. The speech is a Japanese vowel sequence /aiueo/.

The following Matlab command line session record shows how to modify the apriodicity index to control excitation
source.
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Figure 21: STRAIGHT spectrogram for the same sample. The speech is a Japanese vowel sequence /aiueo/.

>> [x,fs,nbs,ops]=wavread(’vaiueo2d.wav’);
>> [f0raw,ap]=exstraightsource(x,fs);
>> n3sgram=exstraightspec(x(:,1),f0raw,fs);
>> syOrg = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap,fs);
>> syApr = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0,fs);
>> syPpr = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs);
>> [syPprD0,prmS] = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs);
>> prmS

prmS =

spectralUpdateInterval: 1
groupDelayStandardDeviation: 0.5000
groupDelaySpatialBandWidth: 70

groupDelayRandomizeCornerFrequency: 4000
ratioToFundamentalPeriod: 0.2000

ratioModeIndicator: 0
levelNormalizationIndicator: 1

headRoomToClip: 22
powerCheckSegmentLength: 15

timeAxisMappingTable: 1
fundamentalFrequencyMappingTable: 1

frequencyAxisMappingTable: 1
timeAxisStretchingFactor: 1

DisplayPlots: 0
lowestF0: 50

statusReport: ’ok’

>> prmS.groupDelayStandardDeviation = 0.001;
>> [syPprD0,prmS] = exstraightsynth(f0raw,n3sgram,ap*0-60,fs,prmS);
>> wavwrite(syOrg/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoOrg.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syApr/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoApr.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syPpr/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoPpr.wav’);
>> wavwrite(syPprD0/32768,fs,16,’synAiueoPprD0.wav’);

Examples synthesized using these commands are linked below. (Links are accessible only in the HTML version of
this document.)
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Speech parameters in more recent approaches


